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Card Creator Design Guidelines 
 

VAMPIRES 
 
This is meant as a guide to help you design a vampire that is roughly within game balance.  They 

are not "set in stone" rules.  The important thing is to have fun and be creative. 

 

Blood Capacity 
 

The capacity of a vampire is generally based 

on its generation, with a simple formula as 

follows: 

 

15 - Generation = Capacity 

 

So, a 9th Generation vampire would have a 

capacity of 6. 

 

From there, the vampire gets points to 

spend on disciplines and abilities using this 

table: 

 

Capacity Points 

2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

5 5 

6 6 

7 8 

8 9 

9 11 

10 12 

11 14 

 

Disciplines 
 

Disciplines cost one point per level: 

Basic: 1 point 

Superior: 2 points 

 

Sect 
 

The sect of a vampire (Camarilla, Anarch, Sabbat, Independent, Laibon) is free. 

 

Extra things 
 

Daimoinon - If you give the vampire Daimoinon, also give it the Infernal attribute and get 2 

extra points to spend. 

Obeah - If you give the vampire Obeah, also give it the Scarce attribute for free. 

Temporis - If you give the vampire Temporis, also give it the Scarce attribute for free. 

Gargoyles - If the vampire is a Gargoyle, give it Flight for free.  You can also give it the Slave 

attribute for free. 

Baali - If the vampire is Baali, give it the Infernal attribute and get 2 extra points to spend. 

Blood Brothers - If the vampire is a Blood Brother, give it a city Circle and the Sterile attribute 

for free. 

Ahrimanes - If the vampire is an Ahrimane, give it the Sterile attribute for free. 
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Salubri - If the vampire is a Salubri, give it the Scarce attribute for free. 

True Brujah - If the vampire is a True Brujah, give it the Scarce attribute for free. 

Nagaraja - If the vampire is a Nagaraja, give it the Scarce attribute for free. 

Black Hand - If the vampire is Sabbat, you can give it the Black Hand attribute for free. 

Seraph - If the vampire is Sabbat and Black Hand, you can give it the Seraph attribute for 1 

point.  We recommend that this only be given to vampire of capacity 6 or greater. 

 

Titles 
 

For titles, use the following table: 

 

Title Points Minimum Capacity 

Primogen/Bishop 0.5 6 

Prince/Archbishop/Magaji 1 8 

Justicar/Cardinal 1.5 10 

Inner Circle/Regent 2 11 

Priscus 1 8 

1 vote (titled) 0.5 5 

2 votes (titled)/Baron 1 7 

3 votes (titled) 1.5 10 

 

Special Abilities 
 

For special abilities, use the following table: 

 

Ability  Points Minimum Capacity 

+1 bleed 1.5 6 

+1 strength 1.5 6 

+1 intercept 1 7 

+1 stealth 2 8 

 

Advanced (0 points): You can give your vampire the Advanced attribute. The advanced 

vampire's capacity must be the same (no cost) as the base vampire or one higher (0.5 points). 

The advanced vampire must have the same disciplines as the base vampire (paying the same 

cost), and may spend additional points on disciplines. Any leftover points from the base version 

and advanced version of the vampire may be used towards the Merged text. These points are 

doubled, with a maximum of 6 points for the Merged text. The abilities, titles, and attributes in 

merged text don't count against any of the “only 1 vampire may have this” restrictions, but 

cannot have been used in either the base version's text nor the advanced version's non-merged 

text. 

 

Red List: You can give the vampire the Red List attribute and get 1.5 extra point to spend. 

 

Flight: You can give the vampire Flight for 1 point. 
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